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The Fock problem is extended to the multi-dimensional case. Explicit expressions (with all 
normalization factors) are obtained for the wave functions of the discrete as well as the con
tinuous spectrum of an f-dimensional "hydrogen atom." An "additional theorem" for the func
tions of the continuous spectrum is derived. These functions form a convenient representation 
basis for the rotation group O(f + 1) and the Lorentz group L(f + 1). A method for obtaining a 
different form of solution is indicated. As an example it is shown that for the hydrogen atom 
(f = 3) there exists a solution in Fock space which coincides with the function for the symmet
ric top. 

INTRODUCTION 

As has been shown by Fock, [ 1l the "accidental" 
degen13racy of the levels of the hydrogen atom 
(E < 0) is connected with a hidden symmetry of the 
system, viz., the symmetry with respect to the 
group 0(4). The case of the continuous spectrum 
has been considered by Perelomov and Popov. [ 21 

Alliluev[ 31 and Gyorgyi and Revai[ 41 have studied 
the f dimensional Kepler problem (E < 0). In [ 3• 41 

the spectrum of eigenvalues was obtained, and it 
was also shown that the Hamiltonian of the system 
has the symmetry of the group O(f + 1). 

Our task is to obtain, together with the spec
trum, the explicit solutions for the f dimensional 
Coulomb potential in the discrete and continuous 
regions. 

1. DISCRETE SPECTRUM 

1. Let a system be given with the Hamiltonian 

f 2 

H=~ 2~ +V, (1.1) 

i=! 
where 

( f )'f, 
V = - b/r, r = ~ x;Z 

i=1 

a 
Pt =- i-, (1.2) 

ax; 

satisfying the Schrodinger equation 

Iiw = EW. (1.3) 

An obvious symmetry group of Eq. (1. 3) is the 
group O(f). It is easy to see that the orthonormal 
eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the opera
tor (1.1) are 

-{ 221•(2po)tr_(n-Z1+1) }'/• 
C- ' ( 2n + f - 1) r ( n + zl + f - 1) 

mb f-1 -=n+--
Po 2 

(1.4) 

where 

Po = -y -2mE, l1 ,,= 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , n; 

n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , 

L~~i~ - 2 is the generalized Laguerre polynomial, 

and y~f: is the normalized solution of the angular 

part of the Laplacian belonging to the eigenvalue 
Z1(l1 + f- 2). Let us take the Fourier transform of 
( 1. 3) and consider, following Fock, [ 1 1 the coordi
nates of the vector p/p0 as the stereographic pro
jection of the points of an (f +!)-dimensional hyper
sphere. As a result we obtain the integral equation 

Y(s) = mbr((f-1)/,2) \ Y(s')dQ' (1. 5) 
po2:rt(f+!)/2 J {2(1- cos w) }U-lii2" 

Here ~ is a point on the hypersphere, and 

f 

2(1-cosw) = ~(s;-s/) 2• 
i=O 

is the square of the distance between the points ~ 

and ~' on the hypersphere, and dQ is a surface 
element of the hypersphere. The function Y(~) is 
connected with the Fourier transform w(p) by 

Y(t)- 1 ,( 2+ 2)<f+1)/21Jf(p) ;, - 2U+l)/2po'i2+1 Po p . (1.6) 

Using the methods of mathematical physics, [ 51 
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one can show that Y(~) is the solution of the angu
lar part of the Laplace equation with the eigenvalue 

(n/2) 
'V,,,,,k,(a.,~,y) =Dk,k, (a.,~,y), (1.10) 

n(n + f - 1) under the condition where 

mb I Po= n + (!- 1) I 2. (1. 7) 

The quantity Y n (~) for fixed n forms an irreduci
ble representation nhf +1> of the group O(f + 1). 

2. The solutions of the Laplace equation in dif
ferent coordinate systems given on the hypersphere 
have been studied by Vilenkin et al. [ 61 We there
fore write down at once the orthonormal solution 
for a coordinate system of the type shown in Fig. 1: 

f-2 
Yn,l,, ... ,l, =IT N;-'" sin1HI 8;P<v;)(cos 8;) yml (SJ-1, cp)' 

ni /-1 
i=1 (1.8) 

where 

2v; = 2l,+1 + f- i, 

e, = cp, lt = m, 

. :rt21-2li+l-!+if(li+t + l; + t- i) N. = -· _J__. --~-----
' (l;-li+1)!(l;+ (f-i)/2){r(lH1+ (f-i)/2)}2 

is the square of t_!!e norm, P\i> is a Gegenbauer 
polynomial, and Yl; _1 is the usual spherical func-

tion. Although the solution of the form (1.8) is 
given in [ 71 we have quoted it again for simplicity. 
Other normalized solutions can easily be written 
down using the algorithm of Vilenkin et al. [ 61 We 
know the explicit form of w(r) and w(p), and since 
one of them is the Fourier transform of the other, 
we thus obtain new integral representations of the 
Laguerre polynomials. 

3. Finally, let us show that the hydrogen atom 
(f = 3) is a top in the Fock space. According to [ 61 

we can introduce, on the hypersphere, a coordinate 
system of the type shown in Fig. 2: 

so = cos e cos cp1, 
s1 = cos e sin <p1, 

s2 = sin e cos cp2, 
sa = sin e sin (/)2· 

(1.9) 

The solution of the Laplace equation with the eigen
value n(n + 2) can, with the parametrization (1.9) 
be written as ( cf. [ 61 ) 

FIG. 1 

n 
FIG. 2 

a. = (/)1 - (/)2, 'Y = (/)1 + <j)2, ~ = 28, 
2kt = m1 - m2, 2k2 = m1 + m2. 

The function D is a generalized spherical func
tion or function of the top, i.e., it is a representa
tion of the group 80(3). 

2. CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM 

1. In the continuous region (E > 0) we must, in
stead of a hypersphere, consider a two-sheeted 
hyperboloid, where the upper sheet of the hyper
boloid corresponds to the momenta p in the inter
val 0 <Pin <Po = ../2mE and the lower sheet corre
sponds to the momenta in the interval Po < Pe 
< oo [ 71 (or maybe vice versa), i.e., the upper sheet 
is projected into the interior of the sphere of ra
dius Po and the lower sheet, into the exterior of 
the sphere. The integral equation (1.5) reduces to 
a system of two integral equations: 

-y (s)="-r((f-2)/2) { 1 Y+(£')d!l' 
+ ± 2n<f+tli2 J [2 ( ch w + 1) (f-t)i2] 

¥_(s')dQ' } 
+ f [2 (ch w ± 1)<!-1)/2] 

(2.1)* 

Here A. = mb /p0, dQ' = sinhf- 1 a' da' dQ' (f), dQ '(f) 
is the measure on the hypersphere, and 

(po2- Pin2)Cf+1)/2 
Y + (s) = f/2+12(!+1)/2 'I' (Pin) • 

p 0 

(Pe2 _ po2)(f+1)/2 
Y -(s) = //2+12(/+1)12 'I' (Pe). 

p 0 

The indices ± indicate that the function Y(~) is 
given on the upper or lower sheets of the hyper
boloid, respectively. 

2. Let us turn to the construction of an ortho
normal system of functions given on the hyperbo
loid in an (f + 1) dimensional pseudo-Euclidean 
space which are solutions of the Laplace equation 
with eigenvalue a(a + f- 1). Here a is a complex 
number equal to (f- 1)/2 + ip in the unitary case. 

Using the integral representations of the scalar 
function f(~) defined on the multi-dimensional hy
perboloid ~ ~ - ~ 2 = 1 ls, 91. and the explicit form of 
the function (1.8), we obtain an expansion of f(~) 
for f = 2n + 1 and f = 2n, respectively: [ 101 

1 00 (f-1)/2 t- (2k + 1) ]2 

/(6) = (2:rt)fi2} dp k~t {p2 +l 2 } 

X~ aa(p) 'Y~;z, (a) Ya(!l), (2.2) 
a 

*ch =cosh. 
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1 00 

/(6)= (2n:)f/2 ~ dp·pthnp 

IL2-1 j · (2k ' 1) 2 

X II {r2 +[ -=--2~ J }~aa(P)'I'~l,,(a)Ya(Q), 
11.=1 a 

(2.3)* 

where a is the set of indices {lto ... , lf- 2, m}, Q 

is the set of angles { 01, ••• , cp}, and 

'l'(fl a _ f(/- 2 + ldf(ip -(f-1)/2 + 1) 
P.,.< >- r(f-2)f(l1+1)r(ip-(f-1)/2+1-l1) 

P-lo-(/-2)/2 ( h ) 
-'/,+iP c a 

X --shU:_--:;:2)=/2-'--a~. (2.4)t 

The formulas for the inverse transformation have 
the form[ 101 

~l,, ... ,m(P)=(2n)i/2 ~/(~)'lr~~L.(a)Y17, ... ,m(81, ... , cp) d~~ . 
-~ 

(2.5) 

It follows from (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5) that the func
tion 

'l'p~~m = 

r u- 2 + t!) 1 r (ir- u- 1)/2 + 1) w:::ttV;2>12 (ch a) 
= f(/- 2) r('[+I)"Tr(ip-(/- 1)/2 + 1-·l1) lshU-2J'2a' 

X Ya(Q) { AB, j = 2n + 1, (2.6) 
, f= 2n, 

where 

[ (/-1)/2{ [ f- (2k + 1) ]2}]''• 
A= II p2+ ~-~ ' 

h=1 

[ 
112- 1 

[ f- (2k + 1)]~ ]''• B = l1 {r2+ --·2-- fpthnp ' 
k=l 

satisfies the normalization condition 

where cosh w = (H '). 
In analogy to the "addition theorem" for the 

higher spherical functions, [ 1l we express (2. 8) in 
terms of the Gegenbauer function: 

~ 'Y;,a(r}'Yp,a(~) 
a 

_ (a+ (f -1) ;2) r ((/ -1) I 2) 
- 2nU+lJ Is 

X pO'W-ll/2l(chw){(-)U~ll/2 • f=2n+ 1, 
(-)'1--1 cot na, f = 2n. 

(2.8') 

We note that (2.6) is valid for the four-dimensional 
case, beginning with f = 4. The case f = 2 is dis
cussed in [S, 111 The functions 'llp,a(J;) form a com-

plete system on each of the two sheets of the hyper
boloid and are solutions of the Laplace equation 
with eigenvalue a (a + f- 1). The latter is easily 
seen by considering directly the solutions of the 
Laplace equation. The set 'llp,a(J;) forms an in
finite-dimensional unitary representation of class I 
of the Lorentz group Tx(g), X = (ip, ip). 

The kernels of the system of integral equations 
(2.1) are expressed in terms of ~p,a(l;) by the 
formulas 

f((/-1)/2) 
2nU+ll/2 [2 (ch w + 1))(1-l)/2 

00 

= ~ dpJ<\,2 (p) ~ w:.a (S') lfp, a(;), 
u a 

where 

1 
F2 = -::---

pshnp 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2. 7) Expressions for the spectral densities Fi(P) 

Here 

df,~ -ro- = shf-1 a da dQ (/) . 

Using the explicit form of the functions (2.6) and 
the "addition theorem" for the higher spherical 
functions, [ 7 1 we can at once write down an '' addi
tion theorem" for the functions (2.6): 

~ 'f;,a (r} lfp, am 
a 

1 P:::l/,;:;_~~2 ( ch w) {A 2 , f = 2n + 1 , 
= (2n) 112 sh(f-2J12w B2, j = 2n, 

*th =tanh. 
tsh =sinh. 

(2.8) 

are obtained by integrating the kernels with ac
count of formulas (2.6) to (2.8). Since the expres
sions (2.10) agree with those obtained in [ 21 for 
f = 3, we have 

{ Y+,E(~), ~o>O _ {cl'!:p.a(~), ~o>O, 
YE,a(~) = Y -,E(~), ~o<O- c2'Yp,a(~), ~o<O, (2.11) 

where 

Since 'liE a(P) is expressed through the known 
function 'I! p ~(J;), the characteristics of 'I! E a (p) 
are completely determined. ' 

The author expresses his sincere gratitude to 
Ya. A. Smorodinski1 for a discussion of the re
sults of this paper and critical remarks. 
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